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Neurorobotics: Robot bodies for artificial brains
or brain models for robots?
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1993 Latash et al.
Equilibrium point control theory: the nervous system simply
codes the muscle lengths that realize the target posture of a
Movement. The movement to the target posture is
created by the spring properties and attractor dynamics of
the neuromuscular system, including spinal cord circuits.

A high-performance manipulandum
was developed and used here to
measure human arm stiffness, the
magnitude of which during multijoint
movement is important for the
equilibrium point control. Here, the
equilibrium-point trajectory was
estimated from the measured
stiffness, the actual trajectory, and the
generated torque. Its velocity profile
differed from that of the actual
trajectory
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1999 Kawato, Curr. Op
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Feedback-error
learning as a model
for biological learning,
picked up in several
robotics approaches
for learning control
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Neuroscience principles for robot control

The human “sense of movement”
In humans the sense of
movement is given by the
integration of a variety of
sensory signals, mostly
proprioceptive.
The vestibular system
that provides perception of
the head movements and
postures relative to space
plays a key role.

Berthoz A.(2002),The sense of movement. Harvard University Press

The vestibular system
The vestibular system comprises of
two components:
1. the semicircular canal
system, which detects
rotational movements
(angular velocities);
2. otolithic organs, which
detect linear
accelerations.

The vestibular system
The vestibular system comprises of
two components:
1. the semicircular canal
system, which detects
rotational movements
(angular velocities);
2. otolithic organs, which
detect linear
accelerations.

The vestibular information is
integrated with retinal motion
information to allow the correct
representation of head position.
The vestibular system contributes to
our balance and our sense of
spatial orientation.
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Head stabilization in biped locomotion

The brain uses the information coming from vestibular system to generate a
unified inertial reference frame, centred in the head, that allows whole-body
coordinated movements and head-oriented locomotion.
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Head stabilization in humans
Head motion during straight walking
✓ Vertical and lateral
translations of the head are not
stabilized to zero during human
walking
✓ The head oscillates up and
down
✓from about 4 cm during slow
walking (0.8 m/s)
✓to about 10 cm in fast walking
(2 m/s)
✓ The head oscillates left to
right
✓about 5 cm in average in
walking speeds between 1.4
and 1.8 m/s

E. Hirasaki et al. (1999)

Head stabilization in humans
Head motion during straight walking (II)
✓ Instead, head orientation
appears to be stabilized
✓ Head yaw varies in a
compensatory way to counteract
body (trunk) yaw, the same for
the pitch

Trunk yaw in
space
Head yaw in
space
Head yaw
wrt trunk

T. Imai et al. (2001)

Head Stabilization – Results

Head pitch rotation compensation for trunk pitch rotation
Cross correlation between the
trunk pitch and head pitch
rotations related to the trunk.

E. Falotico, C. Laschi, P. Dario, D. Bernardin, A. Berthoz (2011). “Using trunk compensation to model head
stabilization during locomotion”. Proceedings of Humanoids 2011, 11th IEEE International Conference on Humanoid
Robot
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Cross correlation between the
trunk pitch and head pitch
rotations related to the trunk.
✓ For the AG condition the
cross-correlation between the
two signals has a minimum
value corresponding to zero.
This result indicates that the
two signals are in antiphase.
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Head Stabilization – Results

Head pitch rotation compensation for trunk pitch rotation
Cross correlation between the
trunk pitch and head pitch
rotations related to the trunk.
✓ For the AG condition the
cross-correlation between the
two signals has a minimum
value corresponding to zero.
This result indicates that the
two signals are in antiphase.
✓ The head pitch rotation
relative to the trunk in AG
condition appeared to
compensate for trunk pitch
rotation.

E. Falotico, C. Laschi, P. Dario, D. Bernardin, A. Berthoz (2011). “Using trunk compensation to model head
stabilization during locomotion”. Proceedings of Humanoids 2011, 11th IEEE International Conference on Humanoid
Robot
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Highlight experiment : Gaze stabilization

• generation of a
unified inertial
reference frame
• head is kept stable
by the
VestibuloCollic Reflex.

• the OptoKinetic Reflex
compensates for
drifts in the retinal
images due to
external motions.

• the VestibuloOcular Reflex
stabilizes the image on
the retina by moving the
eyes in the opposite
direction of the head

• the cerebellum provides
internal models that
generate corrective motor
signals for the three
reflexes.

Highlight: Gaze stabilization (II)

Vannucci, L., Falotico, E., Tolu, S., Cacucciolo,V., Dario, P., Lund, H. H., & Laschi, C. (2017). A
comprehensive gaze stabilization controller based on cerebellar internal models. Bioinspiration
& Biomimetics.

Highlight: Gaze stabilization (II)

Vannucci, L., Falotico, E., Tolu, S., Cacucciolo,V., Dario, P., Lund, H. H., & Laschi, C. (2017). A
comprehensive gaze stabilization controller based on cerebellar internal models. Bioinspiration
& Biomimetics.
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Vannucci, L., Falotico, E., Tolu, S., Cacucciolo,V., Dario, P., Lund, H. H., & Laschi, C. (2017). A
comprehensive gaze stabilization controller based on cerebellar internal models. Bioinspiration
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Motor anticipation proposed by A. Berthoz
In humans, perception is not just the interpretation of sensory signals,
but a prediction of consequences of actions
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Motor anticipation proposed by A. Berthoz
In humans, perception is not just the interpretation of sensory signals,
but a prediction of consequences of actions
Perception can be defined as a simulated action (Berthoz, 2002):
perceptual activity is not confined to the interpretation of sensory
information but it anticipates the consequences of action, so it is an internal
simulation of action.
Each time it is engaged in an action, the brain constructs hypotheses about
the state of a variegated group of sensory parameters throughout the
movement.

Berthoz A.(2002),The sense of movement. Harvard University Press

Expected Perception in the visual space
EP architecture applied to 3D reconstruction of the environment
Task: free walking in an unknown
room with obstacles
Classical approach:
- 3D reconstruction of the
environment
- path planning for collision-free
walking
-> large computational burden
In a Visual EP architecture, after a first 3D reconstruction of the environment,
images can be predicted, based on internal models and on the ongoing
movement.
Predicted images are compared with actual ones and in case of unexpected
obstacles a mismatch occurs and the motor action is re-planned

Visual EP System (implementation)

"

"

"

"
"

The system performs a real time 3D
reconstruction of the environment (30fps)
used to generate an expected synthetic
camera image. The cloud of 3D points is
updated using an image sensory-motor
prediction.
At each step:
the next predicted image (EP) is
calculated.
the predicted and actual cameras images
are compared.
the 3D reconstruction of the visible
environment is updated based on the
prediction error
The system has 2 advantages:
A faster real-time 3D reconstruction
Recognition of the unexpected objects in
the scene

Left camera image

Right camera image

Predicted image

Prediction error (unexpected
perception)

Moutinho, N.; Cauli, N.; Falotico, E.; Ferreira, R.; Gaspar, J.; Bernardino, A.; Santos-Victor, J.; Dario, P.; Laschi,
C.; 2011. "An expected perception architecture using visual 3D reconstruction for a humanoid robot,“ IEEE/RSJ
Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robots and Systems - IROS, San Francisco, CA, USA, 25-30 Sept. 2011 , pp.
4826-4831.

EP of external moving objects
Prediction of movements of other agents
- The Expected Perception is not
only generated by self motion
- Movements of other agents can
be predicted, when their motion
dynamics follows rules that can
be learnt
(e.g. laws of physics)
Applications: avoiding, reaching,
hitting or caching moving objects

- In this case the planning is
based on a long term prediction
(more than one step ahead) of
the object trajectory

Sense of movement: simplifying principles for humanoid robots [1]

Simplexity comprises a
collection of solutions that can be
observed in living organisms. It
allows them to act and project the
consequences of their actions into
the future.
It is not a matter of simplified
model adoption, but rather an
approach to using simplifying
principles.

[1] E. Falotico, A. Berthoz, P. Dario, C. Laschi, Sense of movement: symplifying principles for humanoid robots, Science Robotics
[2] Berthoz A. (2002) The sense of movement. Harward University Press
[3] L. Vannucci, E. Falotico, S. Tolu, V. Cacucciolo, P. Dario, H. H. Lund, C. Laschi, (2017), A comprehensive gaze stabilization controller based on cerebellar internal
models, Bioinsp. & Biomim 12(6), 065001
[4] N. Cauli, E. Falotico, A. Bernardino, J. Santos-Victor, C. Laschi, (2016), Correcting for changes: expected perception-based control for reaching a moving target, IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine
23(1), 63-70
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Sense of movement: simplifying principles for humanoid robots [1]
A head-centred unified reference frame [2]
Stabilization Mechanisms [3]
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Simplexity comprises a
collection of solutions that can be
observed in living organisms. It
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the future.

Integration of sensory signals for
head posture

Human head stabilization

Robot head stabilization

Predictive Behavior
Movement anticipation [4]

It is not a matter of simplified
model adoption, but rather an
approach to using simplifying
principles.
Human smooth pursuit

Robot smooth pursuit

Robot punching task

[1] E. Falotico, A. Berthoz, P. Dario, C. Laschi, Sense of movement: symplifying principles for humanoid robots, Science Robotics
[2] Berthoz A. (2002) The sense of movement. Harward University Press
[3] L. Vannucci, E. Falotico, S. Tolu, V. Cacucciolo, P. Dario, H. H. Lund, C. Laschi, (2017), A comprehensive gaze stabilization controller based on cerebellar internal
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of the human ‘sense of movement’, i.e. unified reference
system, expected perception, and coordinated eye/head/leg
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A Robotic Sense of Movement
RoboSoM 2009-2013
Objective: to implement on humanoid robots the principles
of the human ‘sense of movement’, i.e. unified reference
system, expected perception, and coordinated eye/head/leg
movements in following a moving visual target

Experimental scenario
Example of trajectory

Recording of eye fixation
points with a wearable
gaze tracker

Experiments conducted in collaboration with College de France, Paris

RoboSoM results: Following a moving target

The visual target is at 1.580 m in front and 0.6 m on the left. When the robot is near the
first target position, the target is moved in another position (0, 3.5 m).
Active modules:
Foot placement generation
Head/gaze stabilization
Trajectory planning
Eye movements
On-line trajectory generation
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Robots for neuroscience

Neurorobotics Platform – Human Brain Project (HBP)

Offer a fast and reliable research
platform for everybody to design
and run closed-loop experiments with
data-driven and abstract brain models

sensory

Embed brain models into virtual and
real robots to investigate their
properties in closed-loops.

motor

Reproducible closed-loop experiments
for neuroscientists inside and outside the HBP

E.Falotico, L. Vannucci, A. Ambrosano, U. Albanese, S. Ulbrich, J.C. Vasquez Tieck, G. Hinkel, J. Kaiser, I. Peric, O. Denninger, N. Cauli, A.
Ronneau, G. Klinker, A. von Arnim, L. Guyot, D. Peppicelli, E. Ros, P. Maier, S. Weber, M. Huber, D. Plecher, F. Röhrbein, S. Deser, A.
Roitberg, P. van der Smagt, R. Dillmann, P. Levi, C. Laschi, A. Knoll and M.-O. Gewaltig (2017) “Connecting artificial brains to robots in a
comprehensive simulation framework: the Neurorobotics Platform”, Frontiers in Neurorobotics, Volume 11
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3. Connect brain and
body

•

Determine signals
•
Sensors
•
Actuators
•
Determine regions
•
Sensory
•
Motor
•
Re-instantiate
representations for sensors,
motors, and cognitive
architecture

4. Run the experiment

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interact with users
Connect all models
Brain Model
Robot Model
Environment
Coordinate simulators

Neurorobotics for in silico neuroscience
Neuroscience uses
simulation to improve
and refine brain
models.
Closed-loop simulations
are needed to integrate
behavioural data into
models.
Brain models run
orders of magnitude
slower than real-time,
thus the bodies must
also be simulated.

in silico neuroscience – division of labor in HBP
SP10
Spinal Cord

Reflexes

spinal cord/ CDPs

SP4 SP6 SP1
Reconstructed
brain models

SP10

Embodiment
and virtual
environments
Musculo-skeletal system – compliant
actuators and mechanics

Mouse rehabilitation experiment
Experimental background: Learning of a forelimb pulling task,
then study of motor task re-training in rodent model after
induction of photothrombotic stroke with simultaneous
intracranial recording.
Relevance: Simulation of the rehabilitation procedure in the NRP
enables comparison with real data and model evaluation.
Mouse brain
model

Muscle length to
neural activity

Required software components: Implementation of a
musculoskeletal model and a spinal cord model in the NRP:
• added support for OpenSim, a physics engine for muscularskeletal modelling and development of a biologically accurate
mouse model
• accurate modelling of the rehabilitation platform

Musculoskeletal
simulation

Motoneurons activity
to muscle activation

Spinal cord
model

In collaboration with Silvestro Micera’s group

• integration and adaptation of a hind limb spinal cord circuit
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Muscle Integration using OpenSim
•
•

State of the art muscle
simulation in the NRP
OpenSim was included into
the NRP
Biologically plausible muscle
simulations are now possible

M-platform included
✓ Biologically accurate mouse
model
✓ M-Platform modeled with
dynamics
✓ Muscle simulation to make it
biologically correct

A reference muscle simulation
tool is now part of the NRP
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•
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simulation in the NRP
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Biologically plausible muscle
simulations are now possible

M-platform included
✓ Biologically accurate mouse
model
✓ M-Platform modeled with
dynamics
✓ Muscle simulation to make it
biologically correct

A reference muscle simulation
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Mouse rehabilitation experiment
Closed loop with spinal cord
State machine

Muscle length and stretch
speed

Ia, II activities

Muscle spindle model
Automatic sled
repositioning

Foot
position
Muscle activation

Rate coding

Motoneurons
activity

Mouse rehabilitation experiment
•

Spinal cord model for a pair of
antagonistic muscles, replicated for the
three pairs of the mouse forelimb

Moraud et al., Mechanisms underlying the neuromodulation of spinal circuits
for correcting gait and balance deficits after spinal cord injury. Neuron 89.4
(2016): 814-828.
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Mouse rehabilitation experiment
•

Spinal cord model for a pair of
antagonistic muscles, replicated for the
three pairs of the mouse forelimb

•

Excitatory monosynaptic and
disynaptic reflexes

•

Disynaptic reflex arc for reciprocal
inhibition

•

Parameters, originally tuned for hind
limb locomotion, were adjusted

Moraud et al., Mechanisms underlying the neuromodulation of spinal circuits
for correcting gait and balance deficits after spinal cord injury. Neuron 89.4
(2016): 814-828.

Mouse rehabilitation experiment
Goal: replicate sensory-motor
experiment in simulation:
•

Simulation of skeleton and
muscle dynamics

• Visualization of joint angles
and muscle activity
• Visualization of brain activity

Generation of voluntary movements

Generation of voluntary movements

Combining robotic and neuroscience to understand motor control

End Point Control by Cerebellum in Saccade task

1. Normal Scenario

References:
1.
http://kellogg.umich.edu/theeyeshaveit/
2.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQ8UTop4PXI
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2. Cerebellar Ataxia
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the European Union
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Motor Control and Cerebellum
•Motor control loop involves complex integration of sensory signals
with the internal estimates regarding state of the movement
•Saccades are fast gaze shifts that happen usually in time-scales of
20-100 milliseconds
•Studying saccades simplifies the complexity in voluntary motor
control, by eliminating the possibility of sensory feedback during
the movement
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Hypothesis
• Plasticity in cerebellum operates to optimize the behavior
• The link between plasticity and behavior can be studied without
detailed description of synaptic parameters
• What information is sufficient ?

• Connectivity in cerebellar layers, and other motor areas
• Sensory inputs and Movement information during task performance
• Formulation of behavioral fitness in terms of local neuronal + sensory activity

!
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Movement adaptation
Closed Loop Procedure

Movement state

Sensor
Coding

Motor
control

Pla
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Cerebellar constraints
Closed Loop Procedure

Partial/Unavailable Movement state

Sensor
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Pla
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Robotic method
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Plausible solution
Closed Loop Procedure

Partial/Unavailable Movement state

Sensor
Coding

Pla
Behavior
Evaluation
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Control
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Ill-posed Desired
behavior
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Bridging the gap

!
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Cerebellar Activity During Saccades

Porrill & Dean, Royal Society Publishing-2004
● We have simulated the cerebellar microzone as a recurrent
network of LIF neurons, with sparse and inhibitory connections in
the granular layer. The error information from saccades is carried
by the climbing fiber signal, to modulate the synaptic strengths of
PF-PC synapses. This cerebellar setup compensates for the
inaccuracies of the brain-stem cortical structure.
● The PC activity that emerged, is in agreement with recent
experimental observations on PC activity, while also shedding
some light on the nature of cerebellar computations in the granule
layer.
!
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Architecture
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Saccade Adaptation Task

!
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BP - Purkinje Population activity

Model predicts extra-cellular recordings

DJ Herzfeld et al 2010

!

Kalidindi, H. T., George Thuruthel, T., Laschi, C., & Falotico, E. (2019). Modeling
the encoding of saccade kinematic metrics in the purkinje cell layer of the
cerebellar vermis. Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 12, 108.
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Does the embodiment matter?

!
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Lessons from AI
Embodied Intelligence

Rolf Pfeifer and Josh C. Bongard, How the body shapes the way
we think: a new view of intelligence, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
MA, 2007

Zambrano D, Cianchetti M, Laschi C (2014) “The Morphological Computation
Principles as a New Paradigm for Robotic Design” in Opinions and Outlooks on
Morphological Computation, H. Hauser, R. M. Füchslin, R. Pfeifer (Ed.s), pp.
214-225.
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Arrangement

Shape

of the motor,
perceptive and
processing units

as body structure, specifies the
behavioral response of the agent

Rolf Pfeifer and Josh C. Bongard, How the body shapes the way
we think: a new view of intelligence, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
MA, 2007

Mechanical properties

allow emergent behaviors and
adaptive interaction with the
environment
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Principles as a New Paradigm for Robotic Design” in Opinions and Outlooks on
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Simplifying principles in reaching

I. Zelman, M. Galun, A. Akselrod-Ballin, Y. Yekutieli, B. Hochner, and T. Flash (2009) Nearly automatic motion capture system for tracking octopus arm
movements in 3D space, Journal of Neuroscience Methods, Volume 182: 97-109
L. Zullo, G. Sumbre, C. Agnisola, T. Flash, B. Hochner (2009) Nonsomatotopic Organization of the Higher Motor Centers in Octopus, Current Biology,
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Simplifying principles in reaching

The octopus arm embodied intelligence

•
•
•

stiffening wave from base to distal part, that can start from any part of the arm;
movement executed in about 1 second, velocities in the range of 20–60 cm/s;
control divided between central and peripheral: from brain: 3 parameters (yaw and pitch of arm base and peak velocity of
bend-point); locally: propagation of stiffness

I. Zelman, M. Galun, A. Akselrod-Ballin, Y. Yekutieli, B. Hochner, and T. Flash (2009) Nearly automatic motion capture system for tracking octopus arm
movements in 3D space, Journal of Neuroscience Methods, Volume 182: 97-109
L. Zullo, G. Sumbre, C. Agnisola, T. Flash, B. Hochner (2009) Nonsomatotopic Organization of the Higher Motor Centers in Octopus, Current Biology,
19:1632-1636.
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Approaches for control of soft robots
Soft Robots
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Control Approach

Octopus
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Model-Free

Model-based approach for control of soft robots

Lumped-Parameter Model

Finite Element Method

Piecewise Constant Curvature

Cosserat-Rod Model

Discretized-functions

Continuous-functions

Constant Curvature Model

Increasing Computational Complexity and ‘Accuracy’

Actor-Critic

Policy-Gradient

Unsupervised Learning

Feed-forward Neural Networks

Morphological
Computation

Reinforcement Learning

Supervised-learning

Model-free approach for control of soft robots
SOM and Growing Neural Gas

Inverse Static Controller
•

Control of the soft arm through the learning of the inverse model that
allows to control the end effector position through the cable tension

•

The inverse problem can be learned collecting points and exploiting the
approximation capability of the NN as for the rigid robots

Cable Tension

End effector position

Giorelli, M., Renda, F., Calisti, M., Arienti, A., Ferri, G., & Laschi, C. (2015). Neural network and jacobian method for solving the inverse
statics of a cable-driven soft arm with nonconstant curvature. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 31(4), 823-834.

Inverse Kinematic Controller

Line Following

Kinematics: based on steady state assumptions
Learning a Differential Inverse Kinematics formulation :
This allows for redundancy resolution, robustness to modelling errors
The learned mapping is : (,) → ()
LEARNING

Disturbance Rejection

• 2000 sample points divided in the ratio 70:30 for training
and testing respectively
• 2 hours for data collection, training and setting-up
TESTS
Twenty Five random points selected from workspace
Mean Error

Standard Deviation

Position (mm)

5.58

3.08

X- axis rotation (degrees)

2.76

5.42

Y- axis rotation (degrees)

1.84

1.83

Z- axis rotation (degrees)

3.85

7.02

I-Support Prototype

Six DoF Hybrid System
(Pneumatic and Tendon)

George Thuruthel T, Falotico E., et al. "Learning closed loop kinematic controllers for continuum manipulators in unstructured environments." Soft
robotics 4.3 (2017): 285-296.
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Inverse Kinematic Controller and stiffness optimization
Multiagent Systems + Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning

Tracking accuracy < 9mm but policy is discontinuous

❖ Feedback-based controller
Agent 1-3 – Cables
Agent 4-6 - Tendons

Reward

New State Action

Environment

❖ Learning Principle –
❖ Linear approximation
❖ Distributed Actor-Critic
❖ SMDP runs for a single-trial
❖ Action-set chosen dynamically

Multiagent Systems + Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning + Multiple Objectives

Ansari, Y., Manti, M., Falotico, E., Cianchetti, M. and Laschi, C., 2018. Multiobjective optimization for stiffness and position control
in a soft robot arm module. IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, 3(1), pp.108-115.
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Dynamic Controllers

Challenges

▪ Difficult to ‘determine’ the number of degrees
▪

of freedom
Model could change with environmental
contacts/adding load
Highly Nonlinear
High Dimensional

▪
▪
Why Learning ? ▪ Dynamic models are way more difficult to model analytically
▪ Only assumption about the number of degrees of freedom
▪ Can combine multiple control inputs (E.g. Tendons and
▪

pneumatics)
Easily scalable and transferable to other systems

Dynamic Controllers

Thuruthel, T.G., Falotico, E., Renda F., Laschi, C. "Learning dynamic models for open loop predictive control of soft
robotic manipulators." Bioinspiration & biomimetics 12.6 (2017): 066003.
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Our Approach – Step 1: Learn Forward Dynamic Model
˙ → 𝒙¨
(𝝉, 𝒙, 𝒙)

Discretized Dynamic Model :
Allows for a recursive mapping by removing the first order and
second order derivatives (but fixes the step size)
𝒊 𝒊−𝟏
𝒊+𝟏
(𝝉, 𝒙 , 𝒙 ) → 𝒙

Allows to represent the dynamic model using a recurrent neural
network
Recurrent Neural Networks are powerful for long-term time series
predictions
Thuruthel, T.G., Falotico, E., Renda F., Laschi, C. "Learning dynamic models for open loop predictive control of soft
robotic manipulators." Bioinspiration & biomimetics 12.6 (2017): 066003.
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Minimize Objective Function

𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖−1 , 𝜏𝑖) ∀ 𝑖 = 1 . .
𝑚
0 ≤ 𝜏𝑘𝑚 ≤ 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘

Π(𝑡) = min 𝑥 𝑡

Subject to the model constraints
𝑡
𝑓

∗

𝜏

𝑓

𝑑𝑡

−𝑥

𝑑𝑒𝑠

2

+

∑
𝑘

𝜏𝑘𝑇 𝑅 𝜏𝑘

Dynamic Controllers - Results
• Only pneumatic actuation – so do not
need force sensors
• Direct mapping from actuation inputs
to the end effector state
• Dynamic workspace is larger than the
static workspace- so cannot stop at a
point
• Open loop – optimization cannot be
done in real time
• Sampling takes only 4 minutes ! –
Full dynamic model from scratch in
30 minutes.

Static workspace

Thuruthel, T.G., Falotico, E., Renda F., Laschi, C. "Learning dynamic models for open loop predictive control of soft
robotic manipulators." Bioinspiration & biomimetics 12.6 (2017): 066003.

Dynamic Controllers - Results
Controlling the soft manipulator both in space and time!

Sampling

Slow circle task

Fast circle task

Thuruthel, T. G., Manti, M., Falotico, E., Laschi, C. "Stable Open Loop Control of Soft Robotic Manipulators." IEEE Robotics and Automation
Letters 3.2 (2018): 1292-1298.
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Use case for soft robots: assisting elderly citizes in daily activities
State-of-art
Automated shower seats safely
mobilize a user in the showering
environment. This reduces the risk
of falling which is the primary
source of injury in elderly citizens

The unaddressed challenge

Elderly citizens rely on
professional healthcare to
assist in the main bathing
activities which is a loss in
integrity and
independence.
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Central Design Concept
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Proximal Module
to compensate gravitational effects produce by
latter modules in series
Distal Module(s)
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Central Design Concept
Proximal Module
to compensate gravitational effects produce by
latter modules in series
Distal Module(s)
to reach target regions
to perform bathing task
Technical Requirements for Design
•
•
•

Safe human-robot interaction
High dexterity
Variable Stiffness
compliant while moving around the user stiff
during scrubbing tasks

Technical Requirements for Control
•

http://www.i-support-project.eu/

Simultaneous optimization of position
and stiffness

The I-support Arm

Use case for soft robots: assisting elderly citizes in daily activities

•

Combination of two different actuation technologies:

•

Mc-Kibben based flexible fluidic actuators, that enable
elongation and omni-directional bending with low
accuracy

•

Tendon-driven mechanisms, that can implement
shortening and (redundant) omni-directional bending
with high movement resolution, and high accuracy.
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